
Need of an Inverter
Inverters convert DC battery power to standard AC power. They allow you to run regular AC 
appliances, including TVs, computers, microwaves and power tools. With an inverter your AC loads 
run off your batteries and they can be used any time of day or night - without a generator - and 
definitely during a utility power failure.        

Selecting the right inverter

When selecting an inverter, choose a size that can power the appliances you plan to use. Typical sizes 
installed in RV and home are 1000 to 2500 watts. Larger inverters from 4 kW to 11 kW are used in 
large power systems, such as lodges, and industrial applications. 
Inverters used for Homes

Most home power systems in Middle East, Africa are now wired for 220-240 VAC, and an inverter is 
installed to feed these circuits. An inverter not only lets you use standard appliances and tools but 
conventional wiring as well. In larger remote residences, particularly those using auxiliary generators, 
inverters can reduce the costs of power generation by up to 90%. Most inverters include a stand-by 
battery charger, so that when the generator is on, the batteries are automatically recharged. Once the 
generator is turned off, the inverter system powers the same AC circuits. Not only do you have quiet 
power available 24 hours a day, but in most cases the fuel savings alone can pay for the complete cost 
of the inverter system in less than a year!
Inverters used for Boats and RVs

Now you can  enjoy the tranquility of that sunset without the noise and fumes of a generator. With an 
inverter on board, you no longer have to run the generator just to make the morning coffee or watch a 
late night video. Your inverter will supply the power, silently and effortlessly. Save that generator for 
use during periods of heavy power consumption and let your inverter do the rest.

INVERTER MODELS
Model 375W                    DSP PURE SINE WAVE INVERTORS.
Model 750 W                        1 PHASE IN 1 PHASE OUT
Model 1250W 5KVA/120V
Model 1500W 7.5KVA/120V
Model 2000 W 10KVA/180V
Model 2400W 5KVA/96V
APSX3024SW 5KVA/48V
Model 3600W    
Model APSX6048VR DSP PURE SINE WAVE INVERTORS
400VA/12V                                             3 PHASE IN 3 PHASE OUT
560VA/12V                                  20KVA/360V
800VA/12V                                 25KVA/360V
Sine Wave (800VA/12V)            30KVA/360V
Sine Wave (1400VA/24V)             40KVA/360V
Sine Wave (3KVA/48V)              10KVA/360V
Sine Wave High Frequency (800VA/12V)      15KVA/360V
Sine Wave High Frequency (1400VA/24V)     50KVA/360V
  65KVA/360V

    80KVA/360V
    100KVA/360V


